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QUESTION 1

A company has deployed an e-commerce web application in a new AWS account. An Amazon RDS for MySQL Multi-AZ
DB instance is part of this deployment with a database-1.xxxxxxxxxxxx.us-east-1.rds.amazonaws.com endpoint
listening on port 3306. The company\\'s Database Specialist is able to log in to MySQL and run queries from the bastion
host using these details. 

When users try to utilize the application hosted in the AWS account, they are presented with a generic error message.
The application servers are logging a "could not connect to server: Connection times out" error message to Amazon
CloudWatch Logs. 

What is the cause of this error? 

A. The user name and password the application is using are incorrect. 

B. The security group assigned to the application servers does not have the necessary rules to allow inbound
connections from the DB instance. 

C. The security group assigned to the DB instance does not have the necessary rules to allow inbound connections
from the application servers. 

D. The user name and password are correct, but the user is not authorized to use the DB instance. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://forums.aws.amazon.com/thread.jspa?threadID=129700 

 

QUESTION 2

A business maintains a SQL Server database on-premises. Active Directory authentication is used to provide users
access to the database. The organization transferred their database successfully to Amazon RDS for SQL Server. The
organization, however, has reservations regarding user authentication in the AWS Cloud environment. 

Which authentication solution should a database professional provide? 

A. Deploy Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS) on premises and configure it with an on-premises Active
Directory. Set up delegation between the on-premises AD FS and AWS Security Token Service (AWS STS) to map user
identities to a role using theAmazonRDSDirectoryServiceAccess managed IAM policy. 

B. Establish a forest trust between the on-premises Active Directory and AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active
Directory. Use AWS SSO to configure an Active Directory user delegated to access the databases in RDS for SQL
Server. 

C. Use Active Directory Connector to redirect directory requests to the companyTMs on-premises Active Directory
without caching any information in the cloud. Use the RDS master user credentials to connect to the DB instance and
configure SQL Server logins and users from the Active Directory users and groups. 

D. Establish a forest trust between the on-premises Active Directory and AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active
Directory. Ensure RDS for SQL Server is using mixed mode authentication. Use the RDS master user credentials to
connect to the DB instance and configure SQL Server logins and users from the Active Directory users and groups. 

Correct Answer: D 
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https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_SQLServerWinAuth.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A company hosts a 2 TB Oracle database in its on-premises data center. A database specialist is migrating the
database from on premises to an Amazon Aurora PostgreSQL database on AWS. 

The database specialist identifies a problem that relates to compatibility Oracle stores metadata in its data dictionary in
uppercase, but PostgreSQL stores the metadata in lowercase. The database specialist must resolve this problem to 

complete the migration. 

What is the MOST operationally efficient solution that meets these requirements? 

A. Override the default uppercase format of Oracle schema by encasing object names in quotation marks during
creation. 

B. Use AWS Database Migration Service (AWS DMS) mapping rules with rule-action as convert-lowercase. 

C. Use the AWS Schema Conversion Tool conversion agent to convert the metadata from uppercase to lowercase. 

D. Use an AWS Glue job that is attached to an AWS Database Migration Service (AWS DMS) replication task to convert
the metadata from uppercase to lowercase. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/dms-mapping-oracle-postgresql/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A gaming company uses Amazon Aurora Serverless for one of its internal applications. The company\\'s developers use
Amazon RDS Data API to work with the Aurora Serverless DB cluster. After a recent security review, the company is
mandating security enhancements. A database specialist must ensure that access to RDS Data API is private and never
passes through the public internet. 

What should the database specialist do to meet this requirement? 

A. Modify the Aurora Serverless cluster by selecting a VPC with private subnets. 

B. Modify the Aurora Serverless cluster by unchecking the publicly accessible option. 

C. Create an interface VPC endpoint that uses AWS PrivateLink for RDS Data API. 

D. Create a gateway VPC endpoint for RDS Data API. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2020/02/amazon-rds-data-api-now-supports-aws-privatelink/ 

 

QUESTION 5
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An Amazon RDS EBS-optimized instance with Provisioned IOPS (PIOPS) storage is using less than half of its allocated
IOPS over the course of several hours under constant load. The RDS instance exhibits multi-second read and write
latency, and uses all of its maximum bandwidth for read throughput, yet the instance uses less than half of its CPU and
RAM resources. 

What should a Database Specialist do in this situation to increase performance and return latency to sub-second
levels? 

A. Increase the size of the DB instance storage 

B. Change the underlying EBS storage type to General Purpose SSD (gp2) 

C. Disable EBS optimization on the DB instance 

D. Change the DB instance to an instance class with a higher maximum bandwidth 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.amazonaws.cn/en_us/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/CHAP_BestPractices.html 
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